Equipment Rules of Sailing

Subsection B - Rule G.5.7, G.5.8, G.5.9

A submission from the Chairman of the Equipment Committee

Purpose or Objective

To add equivalent rules in ERS Section G subsection B for quadrilateral sails as for those in the trilateral sail definitions as follows:

Proposal

G.5.7  **Half Luff Point**

The point on the luff equidistant from the peak point and the tack point.

G.5.8  **Three-Quarter Luff Point**

The point on the luff equidistant from the peak point and the half luff point.

G.5.9  **Seven-Eighths Luff Point**

The point on the luff equidistant from the peak point and the three-quarter luff point.

*Remainder of G.5 to be re-numbered accordingly.*

Current Position

As above

Reason

For consistency of the ERS Section G trilateral and quadrilateral sail definitions.